Texas Instruments
General Purpose Calculator

TI-1100-II

Economical, pocket portable, 6-function calculator.

The TI-1100-II is a versatile 6-function calculator that goes anywhere. Sleekly styled, lightweight, thin as a pencil—it fits easily into a pocket, purse or briefcase for fast answers to everyday mathematics. Stylish and practical, it features:

- Four-key memory
- Square root key

- Percent key
- Automatic constant feature to make repetitive calculations easier, faster
- APD™ automatic power down prevents accidental battery drain
- Well organized keyboard with large keys
TI-1100-II is perfect for home, school or office.

The TI-1100-II provides fast, accurate answers to addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and square roots. Plus, a percent key automatically calculates percentages. Automatic Constant feature eliminates the need to re-enter a number in repetitive calculations.

The TI-1100-II also features APD™ automatic power down which prevents battery drain by turning the calculator off after approximately seven minutes of non-use. This 6-function calculator is perfect for solving all your everyday math problems. It comes with a navy-blue vinyl wallet.

Specifications:
Readout: 8-digit liquid-crystal display.
Power Source: Battery-powered, included.
Size: 4.5” × 2.6” × 0.4”
Weight: 2 oz.

Limited Warranty
The TI-1100-II is covered by a one-year limited warranty against defects in materials and workmanship. The full text of this warranty is published in the owner's manual accompanying the TI-1100-II.

Texas Instruments reserves the right to make changes in materials and specifications without notice.